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Figure 17. A demonstrationthat a

peakin thepowerspectrum
maybedue
to the presence
of bursts,ratherthan
regularityin their temporalalignment.
Whenburstsfrom a neuron(upper impulse plot) arereplaced
by singlespikes
(lower impulse plot), the peak in the
originalpowerspectrum(upper spectrum) disappears,(lower
spectrum). A
burstis definedasthe longestsubtrain
ofconsecutive
actionpotentialswith no
IS1greaterthan 8 msec(using3 msec
givesa very similarresult).Eachburst
isconsidered
to beaneventat themean
occurrence
timeof all actionpotentials
within thatburst.ThisSUDDO~~S ournotion that theburststhem&Ivesarerandomly placed(with a burst-relatedrefractory period)andare not lockedto
a regularoscillatorypattern.
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a processthat randomly fires bursts followed by a refractory
period is then given by the product of thesetwo equations(Eq.
17). Given that one function is increasingwith f and the second
one decreasing,the product of the two will have a local maximum. In our case,if bursts are treated asboxcar functions that
are about 4 msecwide, occur at a frequency of between 10 and
20 Hz, and are followed by a refractory period of between 10
and 25 msec(seetable, Fig. 16), the peak in S’(f) lies in the
20-50 Hz range(Fig. 15). Thesevalues were obtained from the
distribution of the bursts themselvesand can also be justified
on biophysical grounds (Connorsand Gutnick, 1990). We find
it surprisingto what extent simpleanalytical modelscan account
for the observedIS1 distributions and power spectraof bursting
cellsat frequencieslessthan 100 Hz. Our computer simulation
of sucha firing process,which differs from the analytical model
by resolving the boxcar burstsinto individual impulsesand the
renewaldensity into a stochasticrefractory period, gives a better
match of S’(f) at higher frequencies.
If the occurrence of every burst in a spike train is replaced
by a single action potential throughout the entire spike train
(and isolated action potentials remain singlespikes),the power
spectrum s’(fl totally changesits character (Fig. 17), from a
spectrumwith a peak to a flat spectrum with a dip at low frequencies,compatible with our notion that burststhemselvesare
distributed according to a Poissondistribution with a burstrelated refractory period. If, for instance,the peak in the spec-
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trum is dueto periodically occurringbursts,our procedureshould
have revealed a spectrum with a clear peak, rather than the flat
spectrum with a dip. We believe that our method of replacing
bursts with “events” is a useful diagnostic tool for removing
the confounding influence of bursts on the power spectrum,
revealing the underlying dynamics.
Another way in which a neuronal “oscillator” model differs
from our “random burst” model is in the distribution of IBIS;
the former gives rise to an IBI distribution tightly clustered
around the inverse of the oscillation period, while the latter
model is associatedwith a decaying exponential IBI modified
by a refractory period.
As discussedin the previous section (Bursting cells),our data
are consistentwith the random burst model (Fig. 14); however,
the two models are difficult to distinguish when the oscillator
model becomeslessregular. We can show usingcomputer-generated data what is expected in the caseof the oscillator model.
Figure 18 demonstratesthe appearanceof the IS1 and spectrum
S’(f) in the caseof a neuron which fires isolatedspikes(top) or
bursts (bottom) with an approximately GaussianIS1 or IBI. In
the caseof isolatedspikes,the power spectrumremainsflat with
a dip related to the apparent refractory period induced by the
GaussianIS1 for distributions with a broad range of SDS(g z
12 msec). Once the SD becomessmaller (Fig. 18, top; g = 7
msec), a prominent peak arisesin the spectrum (see Fig. 18,
upper right arrow) related to the inverse of the mean of the

